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If you're going to be using this book on MyMathLab/MathXL then take my advice - don't waste any

more money to buy the book. The entirety of the book is available as an ebook included with your

subscription code.This book is a heavy, huge waste of space. There is little to be learned from the

book, as it is essentially a massive topic outline with an occasional example and copious

self-assessment type questions. The questions which appear at the end of every section are page

fillers - most of the work you do on an online class will render all those questions dead space. The

online "View an Example" button is (in the absence of a good teacher/tutor) the only thing that

teaches you how to do a problem, which shows you step by step (most of the time) how to solve

that type of problem. Occasionally, you'll be quizzed on something that is not explained in the book -

or explained in such a high level that no solution can be derived that will help you in practice. The

answers to all the hundreds of pages of questions are not explained, only given. This leads me to

believe that those working purely from the book without an online component are just as, if not

worse off, than the online folks.Students will have little choice in the selection of this book - it is my

hope that teachers will see these reviews and choose a more helpful book. If all you care about as a

teacher is hitting topic points, this book will make that painfully clear, but it will do your students no

service as a learning tool. At the very least, make the book optional where online access

applies.Lastly, if you are considering the loose leaf book, stop considering.
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